adorne® Whisper™ Style Dimmers feature classic, elegant lines and a fluid motion allowing you to turn lights on and off with ease and a slide for dimming or brightening lights. Integral silver contacts provide long-lasting performance. Ideal for typical residential and light commercial applications, the Tru-Universal Dimmer is the simple solution to all your dimming challenges. It works with any 120V dimmable lamp, load and fixture.

- Auto-calibration feature automatically sets the minimum voltage for any lamp, eliminating flicker and poor performance.
- Works with virtually any 120V dimmable lamp and load on typical residential and light commercial wiring.
- Convenient operation—combines ON/OFF switch with separate slider for dimming control.
- Preset, single pole and 3-way operation.
- Rating: Incandescent, Halogen & ELV: 700W, MLV: 500VA, LED/CFL: 450W (not compatible with 0-10V LED drivers), EFL: 5.5A
- Integrated Locator Status Light. This feature provides illumination and makes it easier to locate in the dark.
- Tru-Universal requires Neutral.

GENERAL INFO
Color: White
Available Colors: White, Magnesium, Graphite
Number Of Poles: Single Pole/3-Way

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
UL Standard: Yes

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION
Material 1: Polycarb

DIMENSIONS
Depth (US): 1.20"
Height (US): 1.77"
Width (US): 1.77"
adorne® Whisper™ Style Dimmers feature classic, elegant lines and a fluid motion allowing you to turn lights on and off with ease and a slide for dimming or brightening lights. Integral silver contacts provide long-lasting performance. Ideal for typical residential and light commercial applications, the Tru-Universal Dimmer is the simple solution to all your dimming challenges. It works with any 120V dimmable lamp, load and fixture.

Auto-calibration feature automatically sets the minimum voltage for any lamp, eliminating flicker and poor performance. Works with virtually any 120V dimmable lamp and load on typical residential and light commercial wiring. Convenient operation—combines ON/OFF switch with separate slider for dimming control. Preset, single pole and 3-way operation.

Rating: Incandescent, Halogen & ELV: 700W, MLV: 500VA, LED/CFL: 450W (not compatible with 0-10V LED drivers), EFL: 5.5A. Integrated Locator Status Light. This feature provides illumination and makes it easier to locate in the dark. Tru-Universal requires Neutral.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Volts (AC): 120 VAC, 60Hz
Watts: 700W

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: CHINA